Maternal communication: predictors of outcome at follow-up in a sample of children at high and low risk for depression.
Separate lines of investigation have shown the increased risk of dysfunction for children of depressed women and impaired interaction between depressed mothers and their children. The link between the two was examined in 57 children at high and low risk for depression. Children of unipolar depressed, bipolar depressed, chronically medically ill, and normal mothers were evaluated at a 6-month follow-up. Hierarchical regression analyses suggested a relation between maternal interaction behavior on two dimensions, task focus and affective quality, and children's subsequent depression and school behavior; academic performance was related only to affective quality of interaction. Chronic stress was predictive of more negative, critical maternal behavior, whereas depressed mood was associated with less task involvement. Maternal interactions are viewed as a marker of a complex, mutual process involving interpersonal relationships in an adverse environmental context.